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Abstract

The radioactive species radon (222Rn) has long been used as a test tracer for the nu-
merical simulation of large scale transport processes. In this study, radon transport
experiments are carried out using an atmospheric GCM with a finite-difference dynam-
ical core, the van Leer type FFSL advection algorithm and two state-of-the-art cumulus5

convection parameterization schemes. Measurements of surface concentration and
vertical distribution of radon collected from literature are used as references in model
evaluation.

The simulated radon concentrations using both convection schemes turn out to be
consistent with earlier studies with many other models. Comparison with measure-10

ments indicates that at the locations where significant seasonal variations are observed
in reality, the model can reproduce both the monthly mean surface radon concentra-
tion and the annual cycle quite well. At those sites where the seasonal variation is not
large, the model is able to give a correct magnitude of the annual mean. In East Asia,
where radon simulations are rarely reported in literature, detailed analysis shows that15

our results compare reasonably well with the observations.
The most evident changes caused by the use of a different convection scheme are

found in the vertical distribution of the tracer. The scheme associated with a weaker
upward transport gives higher radon concentration up to about 6 km above the surface,
and lower values in higher altitudes. In the lower part of the atmosphere results from20

this scheme does not agree as well with the measurements as the other scheme.
Differences from 6 km to the model top are even larger, although we are not yet able to
tell which simulation is better due to the lack of observations at such high altitudes.

1 Introduction

The interaction between atmospheric chemistry and climate change has been a hot25

topic in recent years in climate research and environmental sciences. Both chemical
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transport models (CTMs) and general circulation models (GCMs) have been used to
address this issue. Typically, a large number of chemical species, either inert or reac-
tive, are involved. A realistic simulation of the distribution, lifetime and climate effects of
these species relies on sound information about the emissions, good knowledge of the
transformation mechanisms and reliable representation of the atmospheric transport,5

the last of which is the focus of this paper. The most important transport processes in a
numerical model include large scale advection, cumulus convection and vertical diffu-
sion. These processes redistribute the chemical species at a global scale and provide
background concentrations for the chemical reactions and the subsequent processes
happening in the climate system. Therefore a detailed validation of the transport pro-10

cesses is an indispensable step before a model is put into any practical application.
Radon (222Rn) has long been used as a tracer in studies of atmospheric transport.

As a noble gas and the radioactive decay product of radium (226Ra), it exists in most
types of rock and soil and is emitted from ice-free land surface with a rather uniform
rate. It has a half-life time of 3.82 days – similar to some important reactive chemicals,15

e.g. SO2 – but is removed from the atmosphere only by radioactive decay. The rela-
tively simple life cycle renders radon a suitable indicator for transport tests. Meanwhile,
measurements of atmospheric radon concentration available from distributed observa-
tories provide a good reference for model evaluation.

In the 1990’s, two coordinated model intercomparisons of radon transport simulation20

were carried out, which provided an overview of the models’ performance although
the amount of observations available at that time was quite limited (Jacob et al., 1997;
Rasch et al., 2000). A number of publications reported the evaluation study for indi-
vidual transport models (Mahowald et al. 1997; Dentener et al. 1999; Considine et al.
2005, among others). This species has also been used as an indicator to investi-25

gate other issues. For example, Feichter and Crutzen (1990) evaluated a convec-
tive transport scheme designed for a CTM driven by monthly mean climatology; Ma-
howald et al. (1995) compared seven cumulus convection parameterizations using a
one-dimensional column model through comparison of the simulated radon profiles.
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Olivié et al. (2004) tested four different sets of vertical diffusion coefficients in the TM3
chemical transport model. The work by Genthon and Armengaud (1995) was the first
one in literature using radon to test and compare the tracer transport processes in
GCMs.

In this study, radon transport experiment is carried out with the Gridpoint Atmo-5

spheric Model of IAP-LASG (GAMIL) developed in the State Key Laboratory of Nu-
merical Modeling for Atmospheric Sciences and Geopgysical Fluid Dynamics at the
Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

The overall ability of this global model to represent the mass distribution and sea-
sonal variability of radon is examined. The work presented here differs from previous10

studies in three major aspects: first, a new general circulation model with some unique
features is used; second, we are particularly interested in the comparison between two
state-of-the-art cumulus convection parameterization schemes. Last but not least, the
validation data in this work include not only the frequently cited observations obtained
before 1990, but also new measurements published in recent years (see Table 1).15

So far CTMs have been used extensively in atmospheric chemistry studies, however,
independency between the driving meteorological data and the transport scheme in the
model sometimes leads to significant errors. This problem can eventually be solved in
GCMs if the Navier-Stokes equations and the tracer mass budget are discretized in
a consistent way. As for the feedback of chemistry-related processes to atmospheric20

circulation and its impact on future climate change, the instantaneous interactions in
GCMs are certainly advantageous.

GAMIL is a global atmospheric GCM with a finite difference dynamical core. Most
of the physics parameterizations come from the National Climate Research Center
(NCAR) Community Atmosphere Model version 2 (CAM2, Collins et al., 2003) which25

is a spectral transform model. Although sharing most parts of the physics package
makes GAMIL similar to CAM2 in many aspects of the model climate, distinctions due
to differences in the dynamical core are still detectable. The GAMIL model appears
to have its particular merits in simulating the Asian monsoon circulation (Wan et al.,
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2006; Yang et al., 2007). As an example, we present in Fig. 1 summer precipitation
in East Asia, where severe problems in the Himalaya/Tibetan region in many other
models (see, e.g., Fig. 1b here and Fig. 2 in Tost et al. 2006) are evidently reduced
(Fig. 1c, d). So far this model has been used in atmosphere-alone applications such
as AMIP (Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project) and SMIP (Seasonal Prediction5

Model Intercomparison Project) type experiments (Wan et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007;
Shi et al., 2007). It is also the atmosphere component of the Flexible Global Ocean-
Atmosphere-Land System (FGOALS, Yu et al., 2007) which has been used in the IPCC
AR4 experiments (see, e.g., van Ulden and van Oldenborgh, 2006; Yu et al., 2007).
Currently an aerosol module for GAMIL is under development, from which arises the10

motivation for transport validation.
Cumulus convection has a profound impact on the hydrological cycle of the climate

system, the dynamics of the atmospheric circulation and the mass budget of chemical
species. It is also one of the major sources of uncertainty in climate models. In the past
decades, a number of schemes have been proposed to parameterize this process in15

large scale atmospheric GCMs (see Arakawa 2004 for a review), among which the most
widely used in recent years are probably the schemes by Tiedtke (1989) and Zhang
and McFarlane (1995). For example, CAM2 and MATCH (Rasch et al., 1997) use
the Zhang-McFarlane scheme combined with Hack’s proposal (1994) (hereafter ZH);
ECHAM4 and 5 (Roeckner et al., 1996, 2003, 2006) employ the Tiedtke scheme with20

further modifications by Nordeng (1994) (hereafter TN). The algorithm in the ECMWF
operational model IFS is also a further development of the Tiedtke (1989) scheme
(Bechtold et al., 2004). The ZH and TN schemes both take the mass-flux form, but have
differences in the closure method, triggering conditions for convection and formulations
for precipitations. A nice summary of the details can be found in Table 1 of Tost et al.25

(2006). After a lot of comparison studies with many models, it has been found that
both schemes have strengths and weaknesses, and the actual performance is also
model-dependent. Interestingly, we saw Liu et al. (2005) applying the TN scheme
from ECHAM4 to CAM2, and later Tost et al. (2006) implementing the ZH scheme in
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ECHAM5.
The GAMIL model also has these two convection schemes in its physics package.

In the AMIP-type simulations, the TN scheme leads to a significantly improved rain-
fall simulation in the Indian and East Asia monsoon regions, in terms of both spatial
distribution and temporal variation (Wan et al., 2006). On the other hand, due to the5

resulting changes in water vapor and cloud distribution, the top-of-atmosphere (TOA)
energy balance is violated, indicating necessity of further tuning. As for the impact on
tracer transport, no comparison has been done for the GAMIL model before this work.
There have been publications investigating impact of convection on radon transport, but
using other parameterization schemes (Feichter and Crutzen, 1990; Mahowald et al.,10

1995). As for comparison between ZH and TN, we have only seen analysis on climate
state so far (Liu et al., 2005; Tost et al., 2006). Therefore we take the sensitivity of
radon transport to the ZH and TN schemes as a particular focus in this work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: more information about the model and
the experiments is provided in Sect. 2. The radon measurements used as reference15

are introduced in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes the simulated global radon distributions.
Comparison of surface concentration with observation is presented in Sect. 5. Analysis
of the vertical profiles is given in Sect. 6. Section 7 summarizes the work and draws
the conclusions.

2 Model and experiments20

The prognostic variables of the hydrostatic GAMIL model are the horizontal wind, tem-
perature, surface pressure and the mixing ratio of tracers. The spatial discretization on
a C-type latitude-longitude grid originated from the work of Zeng et al. (1985). A coordi-
nate transformation in the meridional direction was introduced by Wang et al. (2004) to
enlarge the grid sizes in the polar regions and improve the computational stability. The25

model version used in this study has 128 longitudes and 60 latitudes. Locations of the
grid points between 66◦ N and 66◦ S are exactly the same as the T42 Gaussian grid. In
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the vertical, the computational domain extends from the earth’s surface to 2.194 hPa,
unevenly divided into 26 layers in a pressure-based sigma coordinate. Roughly speak-
ing, there are 3 layers in the boundary layer, 10 in the free troposphere, and 13 in the
stratosphere. A semi-implicit time stepping scheme conserving the total available en-
ergy was introduced by Wang and Ji (2006). (The original text was in Chinese. A short5

summary in English can be found in Zhang et al. 2007.) The large scale advection of
water vapor is handled by the Two-step Shape-Preserving Advection Scheme (TSPAS,
Yu 1994). The Flux-Form Semi-Lagrangian transport algorithm proposed by Lin and
Rood (1996) has also been introduced into this model (Zhang et al., 2007).

As mentioned in the previous section, most of the physics parameterizations are10

the same as in CAM2, except that the TN convection scheme is also implemented.
The boundary layer turbulent mixing scheme is an explicit, non-local as described in
Holtslag and Boville (1993) and Boville and Bretherton (2003). Other details about the
physics package can be found in Collins et al. (2003).

Apart from the transport processes, emission is also an important factor that deter-15

mines radon distribution in the atmosphere. Based on measurements of 222Rn concen-
tration and 210Pb deposition flux, previous studies have derived estimates of continental
radon emission ranging from 0.71 to 1.2 atom cm−2 s−1 (Turekian et al., 1977; Lambert
et al., 1982).

For validation of global models, the emission is generally assumed to be spatially20

uniform (1 atom cm−2 s−1) from ice-free land surfaces, which is believed to be accurate
within 25% globally and within a factor of 2 regionally (Jacob et al., 1997). In this
study we follow the recommendation of the World Climate Research Program (WCRP)
Cambridge Workshop of 1995 (Rasch et al., 2000): The continental emission is set
to 1 atom cm−2 s−1 between 60◦ S and 60◦ N and 0.5 atom cm−2 s−1 between 60◦ N and25

70◦ N, except for Greenland. Emission over the oceans and the Antarctica is assumed
to be zero.

Some modelling studies have indicated that taking into account the latitudinal and
regional gradients of radon emission could lead to a more realistic simulation of the
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surface concentration, especially at high-latitude sites (e.g. Lee and Feichter, 1995;
Guelle et al., 1998; Conen and Robertson, 2002). However, we stick to the WCRP
1995 settings so that there are more information available from other models to which
our results can be compared directly.

In this study, we conduct climate simulations using the GAMIL model with radon5

treated as a passive tracer. The sea surface temperature and sea ice data used as
boundary conditions are the 1979–2001 average without interannual variation. The
original data at 1×1◦ resolution are obtained from the Program for Climate Model Di-
agnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI) under http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/amip/
index.php and interpolated to our model grid using area-weighted interpolation. Mete-10

orological fields at the initial time step are interpolated from the ERA40 reanalysis data
at 1 January 1979 00:00 UTC. The initial concentration of radon is zero. Two six-year
simulations are conducted using the ZH and TN convection scheme, respectively, of
which the first year is discarded as spin-up. All the diagnostics in this study are based
on the 6-h output of the last five years.15

It is worth noting that in our experiments the large scale advection of radon is handled
by the van Leer type FFSL scheme. In an earlier study (Zhang et al., 2007), it has been
found that when the TSPAS scheme is used, significant biases occur in idealized test
cases and in the radon transport simulations, especially in the polar regions and in the
upper part of the atmosphere. In contrast, the FFSL scheme produces much more20

reasonable results. A natural decision following that work may be to replace the old
scheme by FFSL for all tracers in the model. However, the complicated feedback of
water vapor to the atmospheric general circulation will possibly lead to some changes
in the climate state as well (Rasch and Kristjansson, 1998). So far in all the other
applications of the GAMIL model the TSPAS advection scheme have been used. Since25

radon is a passive tracer in this study, we use TSPAS for water vapor and FFSL for
radon, so that the GCM used here is exactly the same as its “IPCC version”.
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3 Radon measurements

This section briefly introduces the observational data used for comparison with the
model simulations. The measurements are of two types: radon concentration near the
earth’s surface and the vertical profiles.

3.1 Surface concentration5

Surface radon concentration at 27 sites worldwide are collected from literature for use
here. Basic information about these measurements is presented in Table 1, Fig. 2
and Fig. 3. At 18 out of the 27 sites monthly mean concentration is available. Since
some of the monthly means are calculated from measurements at higher frequencies
(e.g. hourly or 6-h data), the standard deviation of all the samples within the same10

month are also calculated and plotted. For the other 9 sites and Beijing which are city
stations in China, the annual mean is reported by Jin et al. (1998).

It should be mentioned that the heights and measuring methods differ significantly
from site to site. We will mention the details during the analysis. For a complete
description of the measurements, the readers are referred to the publications listed in15

Table 1.
Another important fact to note is that not all the sites listed in Table 1 have multi-year

continuous observations. It is well-known that the interannual variability of the atmo-
spheric general circulation is high, and the same must be true for radon concentration
at specific locations. On the one hand, observation is quite limited; on the other hand,20

our simulations proceed only six years and the SST and sea ice forcing are repeated
year by year. It is therefore impossible to reasonably estimate the associated uncer-
tainty from either the measurements or our experiments. In the following discussions
on model evaluation, we have to consider this issue and keep in mind that the monthly
means observed for a specific year at a specific state may deviate significantly the25

long-term climatology.
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3.2 Vertical profiles

Observations of the vertical distribution of radon are rare. Summer and winter profiles
of the Northern Hemisphere have been compiled by Liu et al. (1984), who computed
the average of individual measurements at different continental locations from the year
1950 to 1972. The winter profile is the average of 7 sites and the summer profile5

23 sites. Although the data are relatively old, they are quite often cited in related
studies.

Kritz et al. (1998) presented a group of free tropospheric radon profiles measured
by aeroplane from the earth’s surface till 11.5 km altitude in the summer of 1994. The
starting measuring place is Moffett Field (37.4◦ N,122.0◦ W) in California, USA. 11 pro-10

files were obtained from June to August 1994. We use the average of the 7 profiles
in June to compare with our five-year-mean simulation in that month. In contrast to
Liu et al. (1984), this set of data provide information about radon distribution over the
offshore regions. A similar data set published by Zaucker et al. (1996) was compiled
from 9 flights in August 1993 from cities Nova Scotia and New Brunswick on the east15

coast of Canada to the western North Atlantic Ocean during the North Atlantic Re-
gional Experiment (NARE) intensive. These measurements covers the vertical range
from surface to about 5.5 km.

4 Simulated global distribution

Before comparing with in situ observations, we first give an overview of the model’s20

performance by presenting the geographical distribution of the simulated radon con-
centration on the lowest model level (σ=0.9925) and at 300 hPa, as well as the zonally
averaged pressure-latitude cross section.
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4.1 Geographical distribution

The December-January-February (DJF) and June-July-August (JJA) mean surface
radon concentrations simulated with the ZH convection scheme are shown in Fig. 4a
and 4b, respectively. Here we use the same unit as the measurements, i.e. mil-
libequerel per standard cubic meter at 273.15 K and 1013.25 hPa (mBq m−3 STP). In5

this simulation, the highest values appear over the continents, with magnitude of about
104 mBq m−3 STP in DJF and 6×103 mBq m−3 STP in JJA. Radon concentration over
the oceans is much lower (101–103 mBq m−3 STP) due to the absence of emission
there. Since the atmospheric stability is generally much higher in winter than in sum-
mer, the suppressed upward transport leads to winter concentrations about a factor of10

2 to 3 higher than the summer values.
Results at the 300 hPa level are shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 4. High concen-

trations appear over south America and south Africa due to the deep cyclone systems
in these regions and the associated strong updraft. The large area of high concen-
tration over Asia in JJA is clearly related to the Asian summer monsoon. The largest15

values exceed 103 mBq m−3 STP.
Changes in the convection parameterization cause evident differences in the radon

concentration. Near the earth’s surface, values in the convection regions in the TN run
are 1.3 times larger than the ZH run (Fig. 5a, b). At 300 hPa, the TN scheme generally
leads to significantly lower concentrations (Fig. 5c, d).20

4.2 Zonal mean

The pressure-latitude cross sections of zonal mean radon concentration of the ZH run
are shown in the top panels of Fig. 6. Here we change the unit to volume mixing ratio
(10−21 mol mol−1) so as to facilitate direct comparison with other publications.

In boreal winter (Fig. 6a), the highest concentrations are located in the northern25

mid-latitudes and near the earth’s surface due to the emission and the atmospheric
stability. The lowest values occur over the Antarctica and near model top. In this
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season the most active convection motions are in the Southern Hemisphere, especially
in the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ). The convective transport leads to a
high-concentration region between the equator and 30◦ S throughout the troposphere.
From 30◦ S southwards, the concentration decreases very fast on all vertical levels.
The contours are almost perpendicular to the earth’s surface.5

In boreal summer, the strongest convective pumping appears in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. The highest radon concentrations in the upper troposphere shift accordingly
to around 25◦ N (Fig. 6b). It should be pointed out that in Fig. 6, no extrapolation was
done in remapping the concentration from model grid to pressure levels. This led to
missing values on, for example, the 1000 hPa level over land in the tropics. When the10

zonal mean was calculated, these missing values were ignored and the zonal average
represents mainly results over the oceans on the specific level at the specific latitude.
This is the reason why we see relatively low concentrations between 30◦ S and 30◦ N
below 900 hPa in panel b and c of Fig. 6. We have also tried doing the calculation with
extrapolation, resulting in a pattern of increasing concentration towards the surface15

in the above-mentioned areas which is similar to results seen in literature from other
models.

Figure 6d, e and f are the differences between experiments TN and ZH as expressed
by the ratio of the zonal mean radon concentration in these experiments. It is clear that
in the convection-active regions, the concentration is higher in the lower atmosphere20

and lower in the upper atmosphere in the TN simulation. The largest difference ex-
ceeds a factor of 2. This may possibly be attributed to the fact that the net upward
mass flux in the TN simulation is much weaker than ZH (not shown). In the work by
Considine et al. (2005), radon transport tests were conducted with and without convec-
tive processes in a chemical transport model. The contribution of convective transport25

to the zonal and annual mean radon distribution was illustrated in their Fig. 12, which
showed by and large the same pattern as in Fig. 6f here. Note that in their control
experiments, the convection-related data (vertical mass flux, entrainment and detrain-
ment rates) were taken from the meteorological data driving the CTM, therefore their
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estimate was in fact the direct effect of convection on radon distribution. In our GCM,
change of convection scheme also affects the transport process by indirectly modify-
ing the general circulation. However, similarity between our results and theirs confirms
that the differences we see in Fig. 6 are mainly due to the direct effect of convective
transport.5

4.3 Comparison with other models

Results of the radon transport test from many other models are available in literature.
Figure 4 and 6 here can be compared with, e.g., Figs. 5 and 6 in Jacob et al. (1997),
Figs. 1 and 2 in Dentener et al. (1999) and Fig. 5 in Reithmeier and Sausen (2002).
From the intercomparison, it is clear that the two versions of the GAMIL model with10

different convection parameterizations both behave reasonably in large scale transport
of passive tracers. The differences detected above are well within the range of inter-
model discrepancies. Thus we can not yet conclude which version is better. In the next
section radon concentration measurements are used for more detailed comparisons.

5 Comparison with surface measurements15

In order to evaluate the simulated surface radon concentrations with respect to in situ
measurements, model output is linearly interpolated to the location of the observations.
Comparison of the monthly mean concentration at 18 sites is summarized in Fig. 7,
which shows a good agreement on the whole. Taking all 12 months at all 18 sites into
account (Fig. 7a), the correlation coefficient between simulation and observation is 0.8720

(0.85) in the ZH (TN) run. Out of a total of 196 samples, 78.7% (74.1%) in the ZH (TN)
experiment agree within a factor of 2 with the measurements. Results in summer and
in winter (Fig. 7b, c) are of similar quality. Regarding different types of sites (Fig. 7d–
f), it can be clearly seen that locations over the oceans (i.e. the remote islands) are
characterized by much lower concentrations than the other sites. In panel (e) a cluster25
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of points with measured concentration around 6×102 mBq m−3 STP indicates slight
overestimate in both simulations. These points are in fact from a single site (Mace
Head), for which detailed discussions are deferred till later.

From Fig. 7 it is difficult to tell any concrete difference between results obtained with
different convection schemes. In the following subsections we take a closer look at the5

monthly mean results at each single location. The continental, oceanic and costal sites
are analyzed separately.

5.1 Continental sites

The simulated and observed monthly mean radon concentrations at six continental
sites are shown in Fig. 8. Variance of the observations within a month is also indicated10

in the figure when the information is available.
The continental sites are characterized by high surface concentrations of 103-

104 mBq m−3 STP. For Fig. 8a (Beijing, 116◦12′E, 39◦36′N) we need to point out that
the monthly mean indicated by full circles was measured on the fourth floor of a build-
ing (15 m above the ground), which has been found to have a much higher annual15

mean than other observations. The merit of this data set is that it shows the seasonal
variation. When it is used for model validation, a potential systematic difference due
to the coarse resolution of our global GCM needs to be taken into account. The an-
nual mean reported by Jin et al. (1998) at another location in Beijing (indicated by the
solid line in Fig. 8a) and the average of 15 sites in the same city given in Cheng et al.20

(2002) (the dashed straight line in Fig. 8a) are possibly better references for the annual
mean in a global model. With these facts in mind, we can say that the simulations at
Beijing agree well with the reality in both the annual mean and the seasonal variation.
The two runs with different convection schemes are almost identical, except for slightly
higher concentration given by the TN scheme in the summer/autumn months (June to25

September). The concentration at Socorro (106◦54′W, 34◦06′N, Fig. 8b) shows fea-
tures similar to Beijing. At these mid-latitude locations, the GCM is able to capture the
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strong seasonal contrast in wind direction and the changes in boundary layer depth.
The simulations are therefore quite good.

Cincinnati (84◦30′W, 39◦08′N) is also a mid-latitude site but located within a climatic
transition zone between the humid subtropical climate and the humid continental cli-
mate. Radon concentrations are clearly overestimated in winter and spring in both sim-5

ulations (Fig. 8c). The same problem has been reported by Reithmeier and Sausen
(2002) (see the bottom left panel of Fig. 7 therein), who attributed the discrepancy to
the simplified radon emission in the experiment (i.e. the constant emission rate over
land). Their explanation was that frost and snow cover in winter as well as increased
soil moisture in spring could reduce the emission flux. Apart from this, negative tem-10

perature biases in boreal winter in the GAMIL model over central and northern part
of USA and the resulting overly stable boundary layer can also be a reason for the
simulated high concentration.

Observations at station Para (55◦ W, 2◦54′S, Fig. 8d) is obtained in the Tapajos Na-
tional Forest in the northern part of Brazil. Martens et al. (2004) reported radon data15

collected on a tower in this region including measurements within and above the forest
canopy (ranging from 0.3 m to 61 m above the ground level). Since radon concentra-
tion within the canopy is quite high due to lack of turbulent mixing and the canopy layer
is not resolvable in our model, average concentration at four altitudes above the 30 m
level (32.0 m, 37.0 m, 47.2 m and 61.0 m) are used in this study. Para station has a20

typical tropical rainforest climate characterized by small variations in the atmospheric
state throughout the year. Consequently the observed monthly mean radon concentra-
tion shows much smaller fluctuations compared to the variance calculated from hourly
data in each month (Fig. 8d). The ZH simulation agrees with the observation well ex-
cept for slight positive biases in March, April and May. The TN simulation also gives25

a correct value of annual mean, but produces a spurious peak in April and a trough
around September. Our analysis reveals that the peak is caused by the significantly
weaker convective mass flux in the rainy season near the earth’s surface at this loca-
tion (not shown), which is associated with weaker upward transport from the vicinity of
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the source. The spurious trough from June to October is caused by the easterly wind
biases (Fig. 9) which bring too much fresh air from the Atlantic Ocean and dilute the
radon-rich air over land.

Hohenpeissenberg in Germany (Fig. 8e) is a challenging site for GCMs to simulate
because of the orography. The measurements are collected on an isolated mountain5

rising about 300 m above the surrounding area. At this type of sites, the surface radon
concentration depends strongly on the status of the boundary layer. In winter and dur-
ing the night, the boundary layer is usually shallow and the station may possible level
the free atmosphere in the surrounding areas. In case the horizontal wind is weak,
radon concentration at the station is mainly affected by the local emission and high10

values will be recorded; When strong wind comes from the neighboring free atmo-
sphere, horizontal transport will lower the local concentration significantly. In summer
and during the day when the atmosphere is relatively unstable, vertical transport to
higher altitude is strong, resulting moderate local concentrations. Consequently obser-
vations at this kind of stations are typically characterized by small seasonal variation,15

as we can see in Fig. 8e. However, the fine orographical feature at Hohenpeissenberg
is not resolvable at all in a GCM with approximately 300 km horizontal resolution. Given
this fact, results at this site can be regarded as quantitatively correct in the sense of a
similar level of seasonal variation and a small bias in the annual mean.

Puy de Dome is also difficult to simulate because it is located on the second highest20

peak of the Auvergne Mountains. For this station, only ten months of data in a single
year (March to December 2002) are available (Fig. 8f). Our simulations show a ten-
dency of negative bias on the whole. This may be due to the fact that orography in the
model is much smoother than reality, and the location of the site (1465 m above sea
level) is therefore farther from the source at surface in the numerical model .25

5.2 Oceanic sites

Comparison between the observations and simulations on remote islands are pre-
sented in Fig. 10. (Station Dumont d’Urville on the coast of Antarctica is also sorted
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in this group because our experiments assume no emission from Antarctica.) Since
these oceanic sites are mainly affected by large scale transport instead of immediate
emission and local circulation, a better simulation of the seasonal cycle is expected,
which is indeed the case.

Amsterdam Island (77◦32′E, 37◦47′S) in the South Indian Ocean is a location for5

monitoring the background radon concentration in the Southern Hemisphere. Mea-
surements have been obtained as part of the French Trace Gas Monitoring Program
(RAMCES) coordinated by the Laboratory of Sciences of the Climate and the Envi-
ronment of the Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL) (Ramonet et al., 2003). Used in
this study is a data set of 20 years (1981, 1983–2001; No measurement available in10

1982). The observed maximum and minimum of monthly means are about 60 mBq m−3

STP and 20 mBq m−3 STP, respectively (Fig. 10a). Records show that during radonic
storms, instantaneous concentration can reach 400 mBq m−3 STP and in some years
even 700 mBq m−3 STP (Ramonet et al., 2003), implying considerable interannual vari-
ability. Considering that our experiments are driven by climatological SST and proceed15

only five years, the ZH simulation in fact agrees well with the observation.
Crozet (51◦51′E, 46◦27′S) and Kerguelen (70◦18′E, 49◦18′S) are also located in the

South Indian Ocean but at higher latitudes and lie in the storm track. The validation
data in Fig. 10b, c are measurements in the year 1993 from Dentener et al. (1999).
Both the ZH and TN run can reproduce the one-cycle-per-year feature at these sites20

with highest concentration in winter months. However, overestimation is easily de-
tectable. Since there is no local emission, the bias can only be attributed to long range
transport. At these sites, wind blows almost continuously from the west throughout
the year. The 6-h model output indicates that radon-rich air mass reaching Crozet and
Kerguelen originate mainly from the southern part of South America and Africa, which25

is consistent with earlier studies of Heimann et al. (1990), Mahowald et al. (1997) and
Dentener et al. (1999). Dentener et al. (1999) pointed out that positive bias in radon
emission over South America in the winter months due to regarding the frozen soil as
non-frozen might be the reason for the aforementioned error at Crozet and Kerguelen.
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Therefore biases at these two sites should not be considered as defect of numerical
models but limit in the experimental design.

As for the effect of different convection schemes, the three site discussed above
exhibit a similar feature: radon concentration in May to July in the TN run is higher
than the ZH run. The discrepancy is especially large at Amsterdam Island. Recall that5

the most substantial differences in climate state cause by changes in the convection
scheme appear during the summer monsoon months over India, East China and the
West Pacific. Since the Asian-Australian monsoon is a planet scale phenomenon,
circulation in the South Indian Ocean is inevitably affected. We have looked into the
surface wind difference and seen that in the TN run there is northwest wind anomaly10

towards these islands from southeast Africa (not shown). Similar anomalies also exist
in December and January for Amsterdam Island, although not quite significant for the
other two sites. The resulting differences in horizontal transport explains the different
radon concentrations in the two simulations.

Figure 10d shows the results at Bermuda islands (64◦39′W, 32◦22′N). Both simula-15

tions are qualitatively correct in terms of the order of magnitude, but show some dis-
crepancies in the seasonal variation as compared to observation. From the sea level
pressure and surface wind fields it is clear that in summer the Azores high is strong and
located over the subtropical North Atlantic. The air reaching Bermuda comes mainly
from the eastern part of the North Atlantic Ocean and radon concentration is low. This20

feature is well reproduced in our model. However, in winter the Bermuda Islands are
strongly affected by the radon-rich air from the North American Continent and the west-
erly wind is overestimated in the simulations, which explains the relatively large positive
bias from late autumn to spring in Fig. 10d.

Dumont d’Urville (140◦ E, 66◦ S) is an interesting station at which the simulations25

have an annual cycle similar to the three sites already discussed in this subsection, but
the observation tells exactly an opposite story (Fig. 10e). The positive biases in June
to September are not difficult to explain after the discussions about the 3 Southern
Ocean stations above, although the major origin of radon is South America in this
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case(not shown). As for the summer months, the observed high concentration may
be due to local emission from the ice-free coastal area of Antarctica where a constant
zero emission is assumed in the experiments. The case of Mauna Loa (Fig. 10f) is in
some sense similar: The Hawaii islands are sufficiently large to produce ineligible local
radon emission in reality, but still too small to be resolved by the GCM. The incorrect5

source information is responsible for the systematically low concentration at Mauna
Loa station.

5.3 Coastal sites and East Asia cities

Figure 11 shows the monthly mean surface radon concentrations at six coastal sites.
In reality these are locations on the coast experiencing systematic changes in wind10

direction throughout a year; In the numerical model, the grid cells in which the sites
are located are recognized as ocean (i.e. no emission), but there is at least one neigh-
boring cell categorized as land at each site. These measurements were obtained at
the transition between large continents and the oceans, thus a correct annual cycle in
radon concentration simulation depends mainly on realistic representation of the sea-15

sonal wind change, while exact match in each month also relies on detailed features of
the circulation in a relatively small region surrounding the site.

Gosan (126◦12′E, 33◦18′N) and Hong Kong (114◦18′E, 22◦12′N) are typical sites in
East Asia, a monsoon region that is not very well handled in many models mainly due
to the topography in the west. As can be seen in Fig. 11a and b, seasonal cycle at these20

two sites are quite realistically reproduced by the GAMIL model. Additional comparison
of the annual mean radon concentration at ten Chinese cities with the measurements
reported in Jin et al. (1998) is presented in Fig. 12. Note that an earlier study by
Schery and Wasiolek (1998) has revealed that South China is characterized by very
high emissions in reality (equivalent to 1.5 to more than 2.6 atoms cm−2 s−1, see Fig. 525

therein). Furthermore the city Gaoxiong in our experiments is actually an oceanic site
without local emission. These facts can explain the considerable underestimate at the
last four sites in Fig. 12. That being considered, it is fair to say that Fig. 12 also confirms
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the model’s relatively good performance in East Asia.
Results at Cape Grim (144◦41′E, 40◦40′S) are also satisfactory (Fig. 11c), but posi-

tive biases occur at Bombay on the Indian Peninsula (Fig. 11d) and Livermore on the
west coast of North America (Fig. 11f). The former may result from the westerly wind
bias that brings an excess of radon-rich air from the continent (not shown). As for Liv-5

ermore, the 11-month data with large variance (e.g. in October) seem not yet sufficient
for a quantitative comparison.

Positive biases also appear at Mace Head in Ireland as compared to the 7-year-
mean observation, which can be attributed to the overestimated emission. According
to Schery and Wasiolek (1998), West and North Europe are characterized by relatively10

low emissions. An additional experiment has be conducted using the ZH convection
scheme, but with the emission decreasing linearly from 1 atom cm−2 s−1 at 30◦N to
1 atom cm−2 s−1 at 70◦ N as proposed by Conen and Robertson (2002). The recalcu-
lated radon concentrations are indicated by open circles in Fig. 11e which indicate an
evident improvement.15

Comparing the two convection schemes, differences are not evident at the coastal
sites in Fig. 11.At the East China city sites the TN scheme gives a slightly higher annual
mean concentration.

6 Comparison of vertical profiles

In this section we attempt to investigate the sensitivity of radon simulation to convec-20

tion scheme by looking into the vertical structure. Presented in Fig. 13 are the vertical
profiles of radon concentration averaged over different geographic regions. In the trop-
ics (Fig. 13b, e) only the annual means are plotted; In the middle latitudes, winter and
summer profiles are given separately.

In contrast to the previous section, distinct differences can be detected between the25

ZH and TN runs. The relatively weak updraft associated with the TN scheme leads to
higher concentration near the surface but lower values above 3 km. The differences
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are most evident in the tropical areas and in summer. On the other hand, the two
convection schemes also produce many similar features. For example, the concentra-
tion decreases the fastest with height near the earth’s surface; it appears to be almost
constant despite the increasing altitude in the low latitudes and in summer from 6 km
above the surface to the tropopause, indicating strong vertical transport by cumulus5

convection. Considerable seasonal changes occur in the middle latitudes. Summer
concentrations are higher at almost all altitudes over the continents while the reverse
is true in the lower atmosphere over the oceans.

The upper panels in Fig. 14 compare the simulations over the mid-latitude land ar-
eas in the Northern Hemisphere with the compilation results of Liu et al. (1984). The10

latter were obtained by averaging measurements over the United States and eastern
Ukraine. In summer (Fig. 14a), the nearly log-linear decrease of radon concentration
from the surface to 4 km is well captured by both convection schemes. The smaller de-
creasing rate between 4 and 8 km is better represented by the ZH scheme. In the upper
troposphere the again enhanced decreasing rate seems to be underestimated by both15

schemes. The observed winter profile (Fig. 14b) also has the three-sector structure but
with even stronger contrasts. The two simulations show less differences than in sum-
mer and a smoother change through vertical levels than the observation. Considering
the fact that the winter measurements consist of only 7 sites while the model results
are from all the continental grid points between 30◦ N and 60◦ N, the discrepancies are20

acceptable.
For the offshore regions, radon concentration profiles are provided by Kritz et al.

(1998) obtained near Moffett Field in California, USA, and by Zaucker et al. (1996)
near the western coast of Canada. Figure 14c compares a composite of June 1994
profiles from Kritz et al. (1998) with the five-year-mean model results in June averaged25

from two coastal cells where the measurements were collected. The error bars (black
line) indicate the standard deviation of the measurements. The log-linear decrease
till 4 km and the nearly constant concentration from 4 to 10 km above the surface are
very well represented by the model with both convection schemes. This plot can be
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compared with Fig. 6 in Considine et al. (2005) where the same measurement was
used to validate a CTM driven by three different meteorological data sets. They re-
ported near-surface values which consistently exceeded observations by a factor of 2
to 3, and attributed the biases to the low resolution (5◦ longitudinal) in their study. The
horizontal grid in our experiments has only half the grid size (2.8◦) and the cells from5

which the Moffett Field profile is obtained do not have local emissions. These two facts
possibly explain the improvement in our simulations.

Figure 14d shows the simulated profiles in August averaged over 41◦–46◦ N, 60◦–
70◦ W. Here we see again the differences in the upper and lower troposphere due to
convective transport. Compared to the composite below 6 km given in Zaucker et al.10

(1996), the ZH scheme gives more realistic results. Although even larger differences
are seen at higher altitudes between the two simulations, there is no observation there
to help judge which one is better.

7 Summary and conclusion

In this study we have carried out the radon (222Rn) transport test using an atmospheric15

GCM with a finite-difference dynamical core, the van Leer type FFSL algorithm for
radon advection and two different cumulus convection schemes. The purpose was
to validate the large scale transport processes in the model and to choose a suitable
convection scheme for subsequent studies. Measurements of surface concentration
and vertical distribution of radon were collected from literature and used as references20

in model evaluation.
The simulated radon concentration is reasonable. At a global scale, the spatial dis-

tribution is consistent with published results from many other models. Magnitude of
the differences caused by changes in the convection scheme is well below the inter-
model discrepancies. When compared to measurements, it is found that at the lo-25

cations where significant seasonal variations are observed in reality, the model can
reproduce both the annual mean surface radon concentration and the seasonal cycle
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quite well. At those sites where the surface concentration is strongly affected by local
features such as the boundary layer thickness and fine topography, but shows only
small changes during different seasons, the model is able to give a correct magnitude
of the annual mean. A unique feature of this study is the detailed analysis in East Asia.
Although this is a problematic region in many global models, our simulations compare5

reasonably well with the observations. These results confirm the GAMIL model’s ability
in large scale transport, which provides a good basis for the future studies on aerosol
modelling and atmospheric chemistry.

A special focus of our work is the sensitivity of tracer transport to cumulus convection
parameterization. Here we have compared two state-of-the-art convection schemes10

that are widely used by global models in recent years. The most evident differences
between simulations with the ZH and TN schemes are found in the vertical distribution
of the tracer. The TN scheme is characterized by a weaker upward transport, resulting
in higher radon concentration in the near-surface levels and lower values in the middle
and upper part of the troposphere. This can be clearly seen from the geographical15

distribution of radon and the vertical profiles at individual sites as well. Despite the
earlier findings that the TN scheme leads to evident improvements in this model in
precipitation, especially in the Asian monsoon regions, we do not see superior results
given by the TN scheme in terms of the surface radon concentration and its temporal
variation. Vertical profiles simulated by the ZH scheme agrees slightly better with the20

observations in the lower atmosphere. However, the largest differences actually occur
above 6 km and extend till the model top. The concentration calculated in the ZH run
can be twice as high as or even larger than in the TN run. Due to lack of observation
at these altitudes, we are not yet able to tell which simulation is more realistic.
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Table 1. Detailed information of the surface radon measurements used in this study. Regarding
data source, DWD stands for Deutscher Wetterdienst (German Weather Service); IPSL for In-
stitut Pierre-Simon Laplace; EML for DOE/Environmental Measurements Laboratory. Location
of these site are also plotted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Site Location Type Period Source

Beijing, China 116◦12′E, 39◦36′N Continental 2003 Zhang and Guo (2004)
Socorro, United States 106◦54′W, 34◦06′N Continental 1951–1956 Wilkening (1959)
Cincinnati, United States 84◦30′W, 39◦08′N Continental 1959–1963 Gold et al. (1964)
Para, Brazil 55◦00′W, 02◦54′S Continental 2000.07–2004.12 Martens et al. (2004)
Hohenpeissenberg, Germany 11◦01′E, 47◦48′N Continental 1999–2005 DWD
Puy de Dome, France 03◦00′E, 48◦30′N Continental 2002 IPSL
Amsterdam Island, France 77◦32′E, 37◦47′S Oceanic 1981–2001 IPSL
Crozet Island 51◦51′E, 46◦27′S Oceanic 1993 Dentener et al. (1999)
Kerguelen 70◦18′E, 49◦18′S Oceanic 1993 Dentener et al. (1999)
Bermuda, United States 64◦39′W, 32◦22′N Oceanic 1991–1996 EML
Dumont d’Urvllle 140◦00′E, 66◦00′S Oceanic 1978.12–1979.11 Heimann et al. (1990)
Mauna Loa, United States 155◦35′W, 19◦32′N Oceanic 1991–1996, 2001 EML and W. Zahorowski (2001)
Gosan, Korea 126◦12′E, 33◦18′N Coastal and East Asia 2001 W. Zahorowski (2005)
Hong Kong, China 114◦18′E, 22◦12′N Coastal and East Asia 2001 W. Zahorowski (2005)
Beijing, China 116◦12′E, 39◦36′N East Asia 1988.11–1989.11 Jin (1998)

1991.04–1992.04 Jin (1998)
Huhehaote, China 111◦42′E, 40◦48′N East Asia same as avobe Jin (1998)
Changchun, China 125◦12′E, 43◦54′N East Asia same as above Jin (1998)
Nanjing, China 118◦48′E, 32◦00′N East Asia same as above Jin (1998)
Xi’an, China 108◦54′E, 34◦18′N East Asia same as above Jin (1998)
Wuhan, China 114◦06′E, 30◦36′N East Asia same as above Jin (1998)
Guiyang, China 106◦42′E, 26◦36′N East Asia same as above Jin (1998)
Shanghai, China 121◦24′E, 31◦12′N East Asia same as above Jin (1998)
Fuzhou, China 119◦18′E, 26◦06′’N East Asia same as above Jin (1998)
Gaoxiong, China 120◦48′E, 22◦00′N East Asia same as above Jin (1998)
Cape Grim, Tasmania 144◦41′E, 40◦40′S Coastal 2000–2001 W. Zahorowski (2001)
Bombay,India 72◦48′E, 18◦54′N Coastal 1966–1976 Mishra et al. (1980)
Livermore, United States 121◦48′W, 37◦42′N Coastal 1965.05–1966.08 Lindeken (1966)
Mace Head, Ireland 09◦54′W, 53◦18′N Coastal 1995–2001 IPSL
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Fig. 1. The observed and simulated summer precipitation (June-July-August average, unit:
mm day−1) in East Asia: (a) the CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP, http://www.cdc.
noaa.gov/cdc/data.cmap.html); (b) simulation by CAM2; (c) simulation by GAMIL with the ZH
convection scheme; (d) simulation by GAMIL with the TN convection scheme. The plotted
CMAP data is an average over the 1979–1998 period. Model simulations are the 1979–1998
average from AMIP-type experiments. Surface topography in the models are indicated by the
white dashed contours (from 2000 m to 5000 m above sea level, with an interval of 500 m).
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Fig. 2. Locations of the surface radon measurements used in this study. Dots indicate the sites
where monthly data are available. For the sites marked by triangles, only the annual mean is
available. The area in the dashed frame is enlarged in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Locations of the surface radon concentration measurements in East Asia. Dots indicate
the sites where monthly data are available. For the sites marked by triangles, only the annual
mean is available. Gray crosses on the map are grid points in the GCM. The dashed lines are
the boundary of grid cells.
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Fig. 4. Geographical distribution of radon concentration simulated with GAMIL using the ZH
convection scheme. The top panels are results on the lowest model level (σ=0.9925); The
bottom panels are at 300 hPa. The left (right) column shows the DJF (JJA) average of monthly
mean.
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Fig. 5. Differences in the simulated radon concentration between the TN run and the ZH run.
The plotted quantity is the the TN:ZH ratio. (a) and (b): on the lowest model level (σ=0.9925);
(c) and (d): at 300 hPa.
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Fig. 6. (a)–(c): Zonally averaged DJF, JJA and annual mean radon concentration simulated by
GAMIL using the ZH convection scheme. (d)–(f): Differences between the TN run and the ZH
run as indicated by the TN:ZH ratio.
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Fig. 7. Scatter plot of the simulated and measured monthly mean surface radon concentration
of (a) all samples at all the 18 sites, (b) summer samples (JJA in the Northern Hemisphere,
DJF in the Southern Hemisphere) at all the 18 sites, (c) winter samples (DJF in the Northern
Hemisphere, JJA in the Southern Hemisphere) at all the 18 sites, (d) all samples at 6 remote
island sites, (e) all samples at 8 coastal sites, and (f) all samples at 6 continental sites. Results
obtained using the ZH and TN convection scheme are indicated by open circles and crosses,
respectively. The dashed lines indicate the range within a factor of 2 of the measurements.
Also shown in each panel are the percentage of samples within this range (the P2 values) and
the correlation coefficients between simulation and observation (the CR values).
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Fig. 8. Observed and simulated monthly mean surface radon concentration at 6 continental
sites. Bars associated with measurements in some panels indicate variance of all the samples
(e.g. hourly or 6-h data) within each month. The solid and dashed lines in panel (a) indicate
two additional measurements of the annual mean. “a.g.l.” in the titles stands for “above ground
level”. “a.s.l.” stands for “above sea level”.
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Fig. 9. Monthly mean near-surface wind at Para station simulated with the ZH convection
scheme (top row) and the differences between the TN and ZH experiments (bottom row).
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Fig. 10. As in Fig. 8 but for the remote island sites.
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Fig. 11. As in Fig. 8 but for the coastal sites.
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Fig. 12. Observed and simulated annual mean surface radon concentration in ten Chinese
cities.
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Fig. 13. Vertical profiles of radon concentration simulated with the ZH and TN convection
schemes. Plotted are the averages over different regions as indicated in the title of each panel.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the simulated and observed profiles of radon concentration. The
colored marks are model results. The black dots are observations. Error bars (black line)
indicate the standard deviation of the measurements.
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